
1102-258 Lisgar St.,
Ottawa. K2P OC9

The Rt. Hon. Joe Clark, P.C., M.P.,
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
'douse of Commons,
Ottawa.

9 September 1986

Dear Mr. Clark,

'l1lffilk you very much for your thoughtful letter of 5 AW~lst 1986,

received only on 8 September. I particularly apnreciate your

expressing your belief in the legitimacy of concerns raised by the

condition defined in Ontario as 'environmental hypersensitivity'.

IOU m3.Y 1)8 pleased to 1mm.; that others in cabinet have recently

expressed similar support.

You may also be pleased to know that, generally spealdng, I agree

vlhole-heartedly with your opinion on the use of il1ee;itimate metLYlS

to support causes. I agree tha.t widespread use of this method of

ITRiking a statement would result in anarchy, as has happened in

India, a~d South Africa, obviously contradicting our Canadian

tradition of democracy, which 1 assure you I cherish as much as you

do. I celebrate "ith you the fact that Ca~da is one of few

cOlmtries in the world vlhere anarchy is unlikely, beCt':luse, in its

mm imperfect way, the i10vernment Generally appears to respond to

citizens' concerns. In part it is in protection of such cherished

ideals that I act.

l~rGive ny ineloquence in political argument; I'm cer~~inly no born

politician. Jut allow me to suggest that there may be reasOY1'lble

:;roW1ds for me to resort to breaking the la'-l.
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It was because your government, P'lrticularly Nr. Epp, had not lived

up to its responsibility to respond to the concerns of ordinarJ

citizens that I chose to l1k'l.ke my point lYJ acting in defia.'lce of the

government's right to authority. Ily concerns have been brought

repeatedly to Hr. ~pplS office since very shortly after he vIaS

installed. His letters discuss the matter as if there ~,Jere no

ongoing, developine;, discussion, sometimes as if the subject \'lOre

bein« brouf,ht up for the first time. He has even, apP'lrently, gone

as far as misrepresenting ~~e C~~ in defending his own lack of

action. (see attachments 1 & 2).

It was only after dozens, perhaps hundreds of requests to Ep~fS

office for help, from concerned and responsible citizens, and after

l1kany Dleas were responded to with ignorance, lack of respect,

of concern, inaccuracies, a~d other negative and/or non-responses,

th'l.t I took such a drastic step to trJ to get action.

If any Canadia.'l had the same insulting and humiliating experience

Hith their c;overnment that \·/e have had with Health and \'Ielfare

Carada, I wOlud fully support acts of civil disobedience not harmful

to ot~ers, in defia~ce of the government's authority, especially

when appeals to many ministers to intercede, including the Prime

'·:inister, had failed. I don't think my action is shaJring the

f01mdations of confederation. It l1kay be cementing a tiny crack.
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Meanwhile, several people have died unnecessarily. Others, in the

thousands, needlessly live lives of desparate hopelessness, or

perfoTIn marginally due to ~~necessary obstacles, as experienced at

ono time by the physically disabled seeking participation in

society. Our feelings of helplessness have been deepened in that

many of us l~ve lost faith in a democratic system in which we

formerly thought our concerns would count. Our ri~ht8 as individual

(and even large groups of) citizens have been stolen alvay from US;

while so-called experts debate ridiculous and substantially

irrelevant details, from positions Judge George Thomson of Ontario

describes as 'untenable I, the key democratic representatives you

1:lOuld have me place my faith in have refused to respond to our

concerns. One result is that the enVironmentally sensitive will not

show in a six million dollar StatsCa~ post-censual survey of the

disabled.

I assure you I do not consider this cause more important than

everyone else's; I consider it eve~yone else's cause. It is of

concern to all of us, not just the few thousand diagnosed so far.

We are referred to as 'the tip of the iceberg', or, 'the first trees

in an acid rain forest to show t.he effects of acid rain I. There are

one hell of a lot more trees in the forest.

I trust you remember ~~e Titanic?
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Lest this seem Qverly-pessimistic, you should also be aware that

from current limited statistics one can project that most people who

hqve the condition, including m~ny with serious disabling

manifestations, don't know they have it. 'This, expressed

conversely, mea~s that many thousands of people with the symptoms,

some of them extremely ill, for whom environmental hypersensitivity

is '1 sir,nificant factor, could be helped. High risk ,';rouDS can be

identified by analysing symptoms of those already di'1gnosed.

Those problems caused by pollution can be si~~ficantly, sometimes

profoundly, improved, simply through its avoidance.

You must agree that it is fallacious for your frovernment to abrogate

its responsibilities and then lecture me on mine. Anarchy may more

likely result from the inaction of an unresponsive government than

from that of a responsible and carine citizen.

I do thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this matter.

Sin.cerely,

Chris 3rown
(613) 237 0928

P.S. Perhaps Hr. Epp could publicly call for submissions from

citizens' groups and individuals concerned about this issue?




